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In an Aug. 15 communique, the army press office reported the arrests of naval base commander
Capt. Anibal Ruben Giron; Capt. Mario Garcia; Lts. Luis Pedro Alonso Guerra and Ever Alberto
Galindo; and, seamen Jorge Alberto Gonzalez, Gilberto Campos and Tito Martinez in connection
with the Aug. 9 murder of 11 civilians in Esquintla department. The statement said the accused
would face trial in civilian courts. According to the communique, Giron's troops responded with
gunfire when army troops arrived at the naval base located at the Pacific port of San Jose port to
arrest the seven men. Interrogation of the suspects provided "sufficient evidence" to justify their
arrests, said the statement. On Aug. 16, Attorney General Acisclo Valladares said the government
would seek application of the death penalty against the seven suspects. Guatemala City Archbishop
Prospero Penados del Barrio commended the arrests as an indication that the military is "purging its
ranks and [will] collaborate to eradicate corruption." Chamber of Industry president Carlos Vielman
said that if the accused are found guilty, "the military institution will be strengthened...because it
[would] demonstrate respect for the law and the constitution, and refusal to permit transgression
of its legal mandate." Rudy Ramirez, leader of the National Federation of Public Employees
(FENASTEG) union, said the military must "continue taking steps toward true democracy, [by]
adhering strictly to the law and punishing persons responsible for the assassinations." Deputy
Oliverio Garcia Rodas said, "These are the actions the citizenry wants from the authorities...The
international community will look favorably at the lawful attitude adopted by the army." Former
National Liberation Movement (MLN) presidential candidate Col. Ernesto Sosa Avila expressed
"satisfaction with the action." He also called for the death penalty which he asserted would "set a
precedent in military ranks." (Basic data from AFP, ACAN-EFE, 08/15/91, 08/16/91)
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